
The Robin Redbreast (one) 
 

Have you noticed in this country, that once the leaves have dropped 
and the weather has turned wintry, the red-breasted robin pops up all 
over the garden. Indeed he has always been there, hidden amongst the 
thick foliage. Robins in England and Ireland do not generally travel 
further then five kilometres from where they were born. 
 
If anybody sets to work digging the flowerbeds in the garden, then the 
tame garden robin will be the first visitor. He perches upon the spade 
handle, keeping a sharp look out for juicy snails, caterpillars and 
wriggling worms. 
 
Each cock robin has his own garden territory. It is his home and he 
guards it against any unwanted visitors, this includes other robins. Red 
robins sing clearly all year round. They are one of the first birds to 
start the dawn chorus and one of the last to stop singing in the evening. 
This tune is sung, not to please us, it is instead a message to all other 
robins who should stray too close, that this garden territory has 
already been taken. Cock robins have been known to fight to death 
over their territory. 
 
If a hen robin turns up, at first she is chased away but if she persists 
then she is allowed to stay in a corner, out of the way. 
Around Christmas time migrating robins arrive from the cold regions 
of Scandinavia and Russia. These robins return to the same place each 
year and they may have to fight to gain back their territory for the 
winter. They are slightly paler in colour, with smaller eyes. They are 
less tame because they are woodland birds back in Scandinavia or 
Russia. 
 
Shortly after Christmas the males and females start breeding. 
By March and April the hen builds a nest with twigs, leaves and bits of 
paper. The male watches and sings to her as she goes busily about her 
work. She finally lays between three and seven eggs, whitish in colour. 
The eggs take thirteen days to hatch. 
 



When the fledglings hatch they are naked and it takes two weeks for 
feathers to grow. Both parents feed the young with soft worms, baby 
caterpillars and small snails. They must also teach them how to fly and 
catch their food. The young robins are speckled in colour until the 
autumn when they develop their red breast. Within three weeks the 
young robins are ready to leave home and find their own territory. The 
hen bird can have as many as three broods over the summer. 
Many young robins die in their first year. Rats, cats, and owls will 
readily kill them. But their worst enemy is the cold. Snow and ice make 
it difficult for them to find insects, worms and berries. The luckiest 
robins of all are those who share their territory with a wellstocked bird 
table during winter. 
So if you have a robin and the weather turns bitter, do a kind thing and 
put a handful of mealworms on the bird table or dangle a delicious fat 
ball piled high with nuts and seeds. 
 
Try this exercise 
Use bullet point to summarise the life cycle of a robin. 
Aim to write ten bullet points . 
Keep each point brief and to the point. 


